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Abstract—To predict the three-dimensional radar cross section (RCS)
pattern of an arbitrary shaped perfectly electric conductor objects in
both a broad frequency band and angular domains simultaneously, the
method of moments (MoM) combined with the Chebyshev polynomial
approximation is presented. The induced current is expanded by a
bivariate Chebyshev series. Using this function, the induced current
can be obtained at any frequency and angle within the desired
frequency band and angular domains. Numerical results show that
the proposed method is found to be superior in terms of the CPU
time to obtain the three-dimensional RCS pattern compared with the
direct solution by MoM repeating the calculations at each frequency
and angle. Good agreement between the presented method and the
direct MoM is observed.

1. INTRODUCTION

The method of moments (MoM) has already been successfully used
in various electromagnetic scattering problems [1–6]. In the MoM,
the electric field integral equation (EFIE) is reduced to a matrix
equation solved for the induced currents The radar cross section
(RCS) is computed from the knowledge of the induced currents The
generation of the matrix equation and its solution are the two major
computationally intensive operations in MoM, especially for frequency-
sweeping cases. For the monostatic RCS computation using the
MoM, the MoM is still time-consuming since each frequency and
different incident angle require a repeated solution of the induced
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currents If the RCS is highly frequency dependent, one needs to do the
calculation at a finer increment of frequency to get an accurate result.
This can be computationally intensive. For years there is a strong
desire to find approximate solution techniques that can efficiently
simulate a frequency response or predict monostatic RCS in the angular
domains. The asymptotic waveform evaluation (AWE) technique is
prevalent method, which provides a reduced-order model and has
already been successfully applied to frequency extrapolation or angle
extrapolation [7–11].

In the AWE technique, the induced current is expanded in
the Taylor series around a frequency or an angle, and the Padé
approximation is used to improve the accuracy. As compared with
using MoM at each frequency, the AWE method is found to be superior
in terms of the CPU time to obtain a frequency response. The accuracy
of the Taylor series is limited by the radius of convergence, and the
high-order derivatives of the dense impedance matrix must be stored
to compute the coefficients, which will greatly increase the memory
needed. The incorporation of the procedures to obtain frequency
derivative information into the existing full-wave electromagnetic
codes is not an easy task, and usually requires a large amount of
additional programming work. The Chebyshev approximation theory
is widely applied to antenna designing and electromagnetic scattering
problems [12–14]. It is well known that the Chebyshev polynomial is
as good as the best polynomial approximations. Compared with the
AWE technique, the major advantage of the Chebyshev polynomial
approximation is that it can avoid computing derivatives of the dense
impedance matrix and excitation matrix, and it is accurate in much
broader frequency band. It can be easily implemented into an existing
MoM computer code.

The RCS is a function of both frequency and incident angle. The
RCS contains both frequency and angle information simultaneously.
In many practical applications, it is desirable to predict the three-
dimensional RCS pattern of an arbitrary shaped object in both a
frequency band and angular domains simultaneously. In [15], a
simultaneous extrapolation technique based on AWE technique is
proposed to predict RCS in both angular and frequency domains.
However, this method trades reduced CPU time for increased memory.
The expected effect frequency band is limited by the inherent property
of the Taylor series, and the memory needed is greatly increased on
account of the high-order derivatives of the dense impedance matrix
and excitation matrix with respect to k and θ simultaneously.

In this paper, we expand the Chebyshev polynomial approxima-
tion into multidimensional extrapolation technique and present a new
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implementation of the Chebyshev polynomial approximation combined
with MoM for the three-dimensional RCS computation in both a broad
frequency band and angular domains simultaneously.

2. FORMULATION

Consider an arbitrarily shaped perfectly conducting body. For RCS
calculations, a plane wave is assumed to be incident at an angle (θ, ϕ).
At the surface of the PEC body, the total tangential electric field is
zero. The total tangential field in terms of the scattered and incident
fields on the PEC body is, therefore, written as

~Escat + ~Einc = 0 (1)

The electric field integral equation (EFIE) can be discretized into
the following linear equations by using the method of moments. The
induced current density can then be expanded using the Rao-Wilton-
Glisson (RWG) basis functions [16]. Applying Galerkin’s method to
EFIE results in

[Zmn (k)] · [In (k, θ, ϕ)] = [Vm (k, θ, ϕ)] (2)

where

Zmn (k) =
jη0

4π

[∫∫
fm ·

∫∫
fnk

e−jkR

R
ds′ds

−
∫∫

(∇ · fm)
∫∫ (∇′ · fn

) e−jkR

kR
ds′ds

]
(3)

Vm (k, θ, ϕ) =
∫∫

fm · ~Einc (k, θ, ϕ)ds (4)

In refer to the unknown coefficients of the current density expansion,
[Zmn] is the impedance matrix, [Vm] is the excitation vector. k is the
free-space wave number. The direct solution by MoM is still time-
consuming since each frequency and different incident angle require
a repeated solution of the induced current. Here the presented
multidimensional extrapolation technique is applied to the three-
dimensional RCS computation to eliminate repetition computations.
For a desired frequency band and angular domains, frequency points
and incident angle points corresponding to the Chebyshev nodes
are found by transformation of coordinates, the induced current is
expanded by the bivariate Chebyshev series. Using this polynomial
function, the induced current can be obtained at any frequency and
angle within the whole frequency band and angular domains. The
monostatic RCS simultaneous versus frequency and angle use only a
few frequency points and incident angle points.
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For a desired frequency band k ∈ [ka, kb] and angular domains
θ ∈ [θa, θb], the coordinate transform is used as





k =
1
2

[
k̃ (kb − ka) + (kb + ka)

]

θ =
1
2

[
θ̃ (θb − θa) + (θb + θa)

] (5)

such that k̃ ∈ [−1, 1] and θ̃ ∈ [−1, 1]. The Chebyshev approximation
for In (k, θ) (with ϕ constant and n = 1, 2, . . . , N) is given by

In (k, θ) = In
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]

2
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[
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2
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N1∑
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n Ti

(
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Tj

(
θ̃
)

(6)

where N1 and N2 are the number of Chebyshev nodes, ci,j
n denote

the unknown coefficients. The fundamental recurrence relation of the
Chebyshev polynomial Tn (x) is

Tn+1 (x) = 2xTn (x)− Tn−1 (x) (7)

which together with the initial conditions T0 (x) = 1, T1 (x) = x. The
unknown coefficients ci,j

n in (6) are given by

ci,j
n =

didj

(N1 + 1) (N2 + 1)

N1∑

p=0

N2∑

q=0

In (kp, θq) Ti

(
k̃p

)
Tj

(
θ̃q

)
(8)

with d0 = 1 and di = dj = 2 for i = 1, . . . , N1, j = 1, . . . , N2. k̃p and

θ̃q are the Chebyshev zeros for TN1+1

(
k̃
)

and TN2+1

(
θ̃
)
, respectively.

Using (8), the induced currents distribution can be obtained at any
frequency and angle within the whole frequency band and angular
domains.

3. NUMERICAL RESULTS

To validate the analysis presented in the previous section, two
numerical examples are considered. The numerical data obtained
using the presented method is compared with the results calculated at
each frequency and different incident angle using MoM. The numerical
results are also compared with the data obtained using AWE technique
with the Padé approximation.
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The monostatic RCS frequency and angular response of a
PEC cube (0.5 cm× 0.5 cm× 0.5 cm) is calculated by simultaneous
extrapolation technique based on AWE technique in [15] with an ϕ
polarized plane wave incident at ϕ = 0◦. The cube is discretized
with 892 triangular elements resulting into 1338 unknown current
coefficients. The AWE frequency and angular response with 0.1 GHz
and 1◦ increments is calculated using the Padé approximation with
the expansion point at f0 = 25 GHz and θ0 = 45◦. In the AWE,
the expansion point is chosen to be the center point of the frequency
band and incident angular band of interest. This choice of expansion
point gives the maximum bandwidth as AWE is equally valid on both
sides of the expansion point. The monostatic RCS frequency and
angular response is plotted in Fig. 1 along with the calculations
using 8th order bivariate Chebyshev series expansion. It can be
observed that the Chebyshev approximation produces more accurate
results than the AWE technique with the Padé approximation in
the whole frequency band and angular domains. This comparison
clearly shows how monostatic RCS can be obtained by the presented
method in much broader frequency band and angular domains
simultaneously. Fig. 2 shows the three-dimensional RCS pattern of
the cube simultaneous versus frequency and angle obtained by the
presented method. The proposed method took 58 min CPU time to
obtain the monostatic RCS of the cube in both the frequency band and
angular domains simultaneously whereas the direct MoM took 931 min.
This comparison clearly shows how the monostatic RCS simultaneous
versus frequency and angle can be obtained much faster by means of
the proposed method.

(a) RCS versus frequency (b) RCS versus angle

Figure 1. Monostatic RCS of the cube at ϕ = 0◦ for MoM, AWE,
Chebyshev approximation.
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Figure 2. Monostatic RCS pattern of the cube simultaneous versus
frequency and angle.

To better demonstrate the utility of the presented method, a
metallic plate (2 cm× 2 cm) with three circular holes (r1 =0.15 cm,
r2 = 0.25 cm, r3 =0.7 cm) is considered. The holes were introduced
to increase the complexity of the monostatic RCS pattern. The target
is discretized with 692 triangular elements which result into 951 basis
functions. Fig. 3 shows the monostatic RCS frequency and angular
response of a metallic plate with three circular holes at ϕ = 0◦ obtained
by MoM, AWE technique, Chebyshev approximation. For the AWE,
Padé approximation is employed within the whole frequency band
and angular domains. One points (f0 = 25 GHz, θ0 = 45◦) is then
used as expansion point. The AWE obtains accurate results only
in narrow frequency band and angular domains, whereas Chebyshev
approximation (N1 = 8, N2 = 8) produces an accurate solution in the
whole frequency band and angular domains. This comparison clearly
shows how monostatic RCS can be obtained by the presented method
in much broader frequency band and angular domains simultaneously.
It can be observed from Fig. 1 and Fig. 3 that the results obtained
by the Chebyshev approximation are in good agreement with the
direct solution by MoM; hence the curves representing the Chebyshev
approximation and MoM are almost indistinguishable. Fig. 4 shows
the three-dimensional RCS pattern of the metallic plate with three
circular holes simultaneous versus frequency and angle. The CPU time
required for MoM and Chebyshev approximation are 620 min and 48
min, respectively. The presented technique is superior in terms of the
CPU time to predict three-dimensional monostatic RCS pattern.
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(a) RCS versus frequency (b) RCS versus angle

Figure 3. Monostatic RCS of the metallic plate with three holes at
ϕ = 0◦ for MoM, AWE, Chebyshev approximation.

Figure 4. Monostatic RCS pattern of the metallic plate with three
holes simultaneous versus frequency and angle.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The monostatic RCS pattern in both a broad frequency band
and spatial domains simultaneously calculation by the presented
Chebyshev approximation combined with MoM is presented. From
the numerical examples presented in this paper, the presented method
is found to be superior in terms of the CPU time to obtain monostatic
RCS compared with the direct solution by MoM. Compared with the
AWE technique, the presented technique can obtain accurate results
over the entire frequency band and angular domains. The accuracy
and extrapolation range of the Chebyshev approximation depend on
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several factors such as pattern shape and the order of the Chebyshev
approximation. For pattern shape containing lobes and nulls, higher
order bivariate Chebyshev series expansion are necessary.
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